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From the
CHAIRMAN’S
DESK
Dear Readers,
In the last few weeks, COVID19 Pandemic has spread ferociously throughout the world,
plunging us into one of the worst humanitarian crises of this decade. I pray for your safety and
security in these challenging times.
In this scenario, Governments, emergency responders, medical fraternity and people
providing essential services are relying heavily on Telecom and IT technologies to run their
operations. Commercial organisations are using online meeting and collaboration tools to
carry out their business. The Infotainment load has surged on telecom networks, as a large
part of the global population remains in quarantine or under lockdown. Telecom-technologiesdriven cyber physical systems are undergoing stress testing on traffic volumes, bandwidth,
QoS and importantly, cyber security. Several technologies like AI-ML, AR-VR and applications
such as telemedicine, Industry 4.0 etc. are expected to be fast forwarded for adoption, as
industry explores new ways to sustain their businesses.
In this backdrop, standards for telecom technologies assume great significance. I am glad to
announce that TSDSI’s contribution to the IMT2020 standard, an enhancement over the 3GPP
proposal, has cleared the evaluation stage at ITU-R in its February meeting. Adoption of TSDSI
Standard will help provide broadband wireless coverage in rural, scattered, sparsely
populated and security-wise vulnerable areas, a critical need in India and several developing
countries. I congratulate TSDSI members on kick-starting deliberations on technologies for the
future, and reaching out to our partners and global experts in this exercise. This will pave the
way for TSDSI steering attention towards the needs of emerging economies in global
standards development activities, addressing Indian requirements and incorporating
indigenously developed IP.
I am sure TSDSI’s Vision statement, released in January 2020 will be the guiding force for its
roadmap of technical activities and to create an environment for standards-oriented research
and innovation, thus making “Standardisation as an Enabler for NDCP 2018”. TSDSI will
continue to focus on involving startups and entities from diverse application verticals in this
journey.

Prof. Bhaskar Ramamurthi,
Chairman, TSDSI

TSDSI-RIT on
IMT2020 clears
evaluation stage
at ITU-R WP 5D
TSDSI Vision for
“Standardisation
as an Enabler for
NDCP 2018”
released
TSDSI kick starts
Roadmap 2.0
activities
TSDSI signs MoU
with WWRF
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Several contributions for Release 17 are in discussion in 3GPP

DG SPEAK


TSDSI Standards transposed from oneM2M Release 2 have

been approved by TSAC Committee of TEC and are now in
final stages of adoption as national standards in India.

Dear Colleagues,
Hope you are doing well and staying safe.
While the last quarter of FY2019-20 was full of meetings,
workshops and hectic travels, now we are adapting to the
“locked down” mode of working and are finding that a lot can
be done online!! The current situation underlines the importance
of 5G, 6G, PPDR, Cloud Computing, IoT/M2M, AI-ML and
other technologies that are being discussed within TSDSI and
other SDOs. Standardisation of these to accelerate rapid
deployment is therefore becoming even more important.
In this edition of the newsletter we would like to share with you
the end of financial year analysis of TSDSI’s accomplishments
with respect to the goals that we had set in the beginning of the
year.
1. Enhancing Technical Activities
TSDSI membership grew at 28% and we closed the year with
2223 Standards and 80 reports. This included five new
technical reports on Broadcast offload, 60GHz Backhaul, Dual
SIM, ICN and PPDR published by TSDSI.
A wide range of additional topics “TSDSI RIT @ITU, Inclusion of
NavIC in 3GPP Specifications, Coverage & Capacity @3GPP,
Cloud Interoperability, Indian Languages, Drone
Communication Services, DNS Security, etc.” were discussed in
the 17 study group meetings (including 9 FCC) where 16 NIPs
and 48 SWIPs were tabled. Thanks to WIPRO, CDOT, TEC and
IIT Delhi for hosting our meetings, averaging 30+ delegates
representing 17+ companies.
We have been enabling remote participation in our meetings.
The Roadmap workshop on March 4 had 72 attendees (with
30% joining remotely) and resulted in 5 new discussion topics in
the Study Groups.
2. Improving Impact in Global Forums
ITU: The size of the India delegation at ITU-R WP5D (including
TSDSI & TCOE) has been hovering between 15 to 20 with
around 4 from TSDSI. A strong and unified representation from
India has enabled the TSDSI-RIT for IMT2020 to clear the
evaluation stage (STEP4 of an 8-step process). Congratulations
to all the members (especially IITM, IITH and CeWIT) who have
worked tirelessly along with DoT and TCOE for this achievement.
3GPP and oneM2M: We have recorded 459 registrations &
217 contributions in 82 meetings at 3GPP, 15 registrations & 40
contributions in 2 oneM2M meetings; 24 delegates in 5
meetings of 3GPP PCG/OP, oneM2M SC and GSC. Key
highlights have been:

NavIC (ISRO’s Navigation System) was accepted as a work
item for 3GPP Release 16
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TSDSI is also increasing its influence by stepping into leadership
roles - SA2 Chair, SA6 Vice Chair and PCG Vice Chair at 3GPP,
Drafting Chair at ITU-R WP5D meeting #34. We have also
deputed Jayeeta Saha for 3 years at 3GPP MCC managing
SA4.
MoUs and agreements have been put in place with TIA &
WWRF and renewed with IEEE-SA. 5G related conferences and
workshops were held in partnership with BIF, IWPC, TIA and
WWRF.
3. Establishing TSDSI as a World Class SDO
Inline with the NDCP-2018 TSDSI revised the R&R (and also the
IPR Policy) to reflect the increased scope of standards
development for Digital communications. BIS has been invited to
the Governing Council and alignment with TEC continues to
grow.
The Governing Council drove various initiatives – TSDSI Vision
2.0, Developing Countries Strategy, IEEE Strategy, WTSA
Strategy and TSDSI Awards.
The Secretariat has been further strengthened with the induction
of Prof Uday Desai - Strategy Consultant IoT & Academia, Amit
Gupta - Startup Strategy Consultant and Shefali Sinha Communications Consultant.
Overall there has been steady progress on all fronts this year.
The areas of improvement are enablement of broader and
deeper engagement of members, TSDSI audits and
institutionalisation of SoPs. These are going to be the focus for
next year.
As an adaptation to the social-distancing norms, we are also
gearing up for conducting our meetings online and we look
forward to your active participation.
Thanks to all members for their continued support and
engagement at TSDSI
Stay Safe!
Regards,

Pamela Kumar,
Director General
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ACTIVITIES

Standardization Activities

The group has approved a study on Rural Broadband
Architecture (SI69).

Study Group - Networks

Snapshot of Technical Activities:

IMT2020 and TSDSI RIT/SRIT submission (WI1-SI39): TSDSI
RIT on IMT2020 (5G Standard) has successfully completed the
evaluation stage at ITU-R WP5D in its meeting #34 held in
February 2020 in Geneva. All the independent evaluation
groups (IEGs) including Telecom Centre of Excellence India
(TCOE India) that evaluated the TSDSI technology have ratified
that it meets the ITU requirements for being an IMT-2020
technology. This enables the TSDSI submission to move to the
next stage which is consensus building and formal ratification.

Study GroupServices & Solutions

Total No. of Technical
Reports Released

3

77

No. of Technical
Reports in Draft

0

2

2111

112

-

-

Total no. of
Standards Released
No. of
Standards in Draft

Email Discussion threads have been initiated on the following
topics:
1. Enhancements in flexible UL-DL resource utilization in
3GPP Release 17 (SI66)

Study GroupNetworks

Group Name

List of Technical Meetings held in this period is given below:

2. Deployment Option 6 for 5G (WI1-NIP224)

Group

3. Extension of Broadcast Offload (WI1-NIP226)
4. Fixed and Mobile Convergence with 5G Core
(WI1-NIP227)

Meeting

5. Dynamic Spectrum Access (NIP229)

Date

6. Support for Multi-SIM (MUSIM) devices (NIP231)
7. 6G Radio Access Networks (NIP235)

Venue

The group has approved changes being proposed in existing
3GPP specifications on cellular positioning, which will now be
submitted to 3GPP by the proponent organisations.

Attendance

(Organizations)

SG– Networks

Study Group-Services & Solutions

SGN TP
Meeting

SGSS
FCC

SGSS
TP Meeting

5-6 March
2020

14 January
2020

5 March
2020

CDOT Campus,
Bengaluru

FCC

CDOT Campus,
Bengaluru

25

5

17

Study Group - Services and Solutions
Cloud Interoperability and Portability (SI61): The report on
Cloud Interoperability and Portability is under approval.
UAS: A UAS (SI62) reference model over 3GPP Networks has
been approved for incorporation in the report being prepared
on cellular connectivity based UAV.
PPDR: The group is considering a proposal to study feasibility of
allocating 2 X 10 MHz spectrum band for PPDR broadband
networks.
ICN: The group is reviewing activities of global forums on
Information Centric Networking (ICN), so as to finalise scope of
further work in TSDSI on the topic.

TSDSI welcomes volunteering offers from members and
organizations to organise discussion workshops and knowledge
sharing webinars on any active study or work items listed on our
website. Please contact outreach@tsdsi.in for the same.

DNS Security (SI68): A Study to draft use cases and guidelines
on use of DNS Security for reducing threats has been initiated.
Indian Language support for financial transactions (SI67): A
study on how symbols, sound and color can be leveraged to
alleviate users' pain points in digital financial transactions has
been initiated.
A proposal on context specific data pruning in Smart IoT
applications (NIP230), by leveraging edge computing
technologies and potentially reduce communication loads is
under consideration.
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Strategic Activities
TSDSI Vision
In order to strengthen TSDSI's effectiveness and enhance India's
positioning in digital communications standards, a need for a
Vision and Strategic Roadmap was recognised. TSDSI
undertook a structured exercise involving stakeholder
consultations for defining its Vision under the leadership of Prof.
Rekha Jain, former GC member (IIM Ahmedabad). This was
formally released by Mr. S.K Gupta, Member (Technology), on
29 January 2020 in the workshop on "Telecom Technologies for
the Next Decade".
TSDSl's Vision is to ensure that Digital Communication
Standards increasingly drive domestic economic and policy
activities and enhance India's competitiveness for ICT goods
and services in global markets. It aims to do this by creating a
leadership position through India's participation and

Initiatives of South Africa, North Macedonia and Cook
Islands were also presented. Dr Kumar Sivarajan, former
Chairman, TSDSI (Tejas Networks Ltd.), moderated a panel
discussion
on
"Standardisation
for
Developing
Countries". It emerged that developing countries have similar
challenges and requirements (which are different from the
priorities of the developed economies) in adoption of 5G. This
workshop will be held regularly on a half yearly basis to
continue the dialog amongst developing countries.
TSDSI organised a workshop on IMT2020 and Standardisation
for delegates of the India Telecom 2020 Conference, on 12
February 2020 in CDOT Delhi. Representatives from
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Kenya, Tajikistan and India (including
key officials from the Department of Telecommunications)
participated in the discussions and were supportive of India’s
initiative in developing technologies that address the challenges
of Developing Countries.

Roadmap Workshop
contribution to emerging digital communication standards in
global SDOs. To achieve the above objectives and vision,
following three pillars have been considered: Creating an
Enabling Environment for a Standards Oriented Approach to
Product Development and Adoption; Developing TSDSI as a
World Class National Digital Communications SDO; and
Leadership in Global Digital Communications Standards.
Standardisation for Developing Countries
TSDSI partnered with TEPC to organise the 2nd workshop on
"Standardisation for Developing Countries" in New Delhi on 10
February 2020 with "5G Use Cases and Rollout Plans/
Strategies" as the theme. His Excellency, Honorable Minister of
State Communication, Science and Technology, Republic of
Maldives, Mr Ahmed Afzal Ibrahim, participated in the
workshop. Experts from Afghanistan, Bhutan, Kenya shared
their countries' perspectives on 5G adoption.
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TSDSI Roadmap Committee kick started deliberations for
Roadmap 2.0 by organising a workshop on 4 March 2020 in
Bengaluru. Around 72 participants, from TSDSI member and
external organisations, discussed several topics focussed on
enabling technologies such as backhaul, security and next
generation technologies. Apart from various proposals for
enhancements to 5G technologies, topics related to Rural
Broadband architecture, mission-critical and utility
communications and how to leverage Smart City infrastructure
for proliferation in the Indian context were also presented.
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ACTIVITIES

Pre-standardization Activities

ITU

Technical Workshops

TSDSI joined the India delegation to the ITU-R WP 5D meeting
#34 in Geneva from 19-26 February 2020, where evaluation
reports of RITs submitted for IMT2020 by various GCS
proponents were discussed. TSDSI-RIT was evaluated and
declared to meet all the qualifying criteria specified in the IMT2020 requirements by several IEGs (5GIF, TCOE India, 5GIA,
ATIS, AEG, CEG, TPCEG, WWRF). This marks completion of
Step 4 (of an 8 step-process). TSDSI technology has the
potential to make a significant impact in various countries that
are confronted with challenges of providing broadband
wireless coverage in rural, sparsely populated and security-wise
vulnerable areas. More countries have joined in supporting
TSDSl's standard as it addresses their regional needs from a 5G
standpoint.

As the world gears up for commercial deployments of 5G
Technologies, deliberations on the role of digital communication
technologies in the next decade have begun. A Technology
Roadmap identifying topics that should be the focus for creating
IP by Indian Techpreneurs and for India to steer standards
development dialogs in the global arena is required. TSDSI
organised a workshop on "Telecom Technologies for the Next
Decade" on 29 January 2020, where globally eminent
researchers shared their ideas on the future technologies
landscape. Mr S.K Gupta, Member Technology, DoT in his
inaugural address to the workshop participants, exhorted TSDSI
to spread awareness on standards development and build
mentoring partnerships with neighbours and developing
countries. Workshop participants agreed that there is a need to
strengthen indigenous technology research and development
with special focus on standards. TSDSI Vision “Standardisation
as an Enabler for NDCP 2018” was also released at the
workshop.

5GIF and TCOE India are the Independent Evaluation Groups
(IEG) from India for IMT2020. DoT organised two workshops
on IMT2020 in New Delhi (on 20 January and 7 February), to
facilitate arriving at a common view among Indian stakeholders.
Evaluation results from the IEGs on the TSDSI RIT and next steps
were the key topics of discussion.

3GPP
Due to the emerging COVID 19 situation, several meetings of
3GPP have been converted into online meetings. Therefore,
meetings of SA5#129 and SA2#137 that were earlier planned
to be held in India, were conducted electronically. Electronic
meetings offer a good opportunity to all TSDSI IMs for
participating remotely. Please contact secretariat@tsdsi.in for
support in registering for the same.
3GPP MHSG: The Meeting Hosting Study Group (MHSG) of
3GPP has come out with recommendations for deciding
locations of the technical meetings, participation mechanisms
and funding models. These will be discussed at the upcoming
OP44 meeting.
Participation and contributions by representatives from TSDSI
member organisations in 3GPP technical meetings for the
reporting period is as follows:
Group No. of Meetings No. of Participants No. of Contributions
RAN

12

74

25

SA
CT

13

67

6

8

22

2

oneM2M
Prof Uday Desai, Strategic Consultant represented TSDSI at the
oneM2M TP#44 meeting held in San Diego, USA from 17 to 21
February 2020.
IIIT Hyderabad Centre of Excellence on Internet of Things (IoT)
for Smart Cities is setting up a living lab for smart city research,
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PARTNER ENGAGEMENTS
which will offer a oneM2M specifications based framework to
startups and commercial organizations for pilot testing of
solutions in a captive real world environment.

Webinars on following topics were organized:
Webinar

3 Change Requests submitted by CDOT to oneM2M have been
agreed and its contribution on the "Service Subscription Profile
restrictions for user" feature is currently under discussion.

India-EU Partnership Project (PP)
on Cooperation for ICT
Standardization
The project duration has been extended till August 2020. It held
its Steering Committee meeting on 16th March 2020, where it
was unanimously agreed to focus on promoting involvement of
startups in standards development activities in this period. It will
continue to support activities of the Centres of Excellence during
this period. Call for Proposals for the same can be viewed at the
link here https://bit.ly/2JhZPxa.
The project organised the 4th edition of multicity oneM2M
tutorial cum hackathon series in Thiruvananthapuram and Goa
on 7-10 January 2020. CDAC supported the event in
Thiruvananthapuram featuring a tutorial based on open source
implementation of oneM2M by LAAS CNRS Experts.
The Goa event, featuring Masterclass and Hackathon to
develop 'Smart Solutions' using open source implementation of
oneM2M, was hosted by Imagine Panaji Smart City
Development Limited (IPSCDL) in partnership with BITS Pilani,
KK Birla Goa Campus and The Institution of Engineers (India),
Goa.

Date

th

Speakers

Recording

29
20 Knowledge
Sharing Webinar on January
2020
“Blockchain use
cases from EU &
India and possible
synergies”

http://bit.ly/
J A Chowdhary,
Rapolas LAKAVIČIUS, 2Ua7Nxa
Ismael Arribas, Pavan
Adipuram, Siddharth
Durbha (also the
Moderator)

11
21st Knowledge
Sharing Webinar on March
2020
“India's First Living
Lab at IIITH: Use
Case for oneM2M”

Sachin Chaudhari,
Ramesh Loganathan

http://bit.ly/
2U1O3x3

26
22nd Knowledge
Sharing Webinar on March
2020
“Standardization:
Powering Economy
and Society in the
Digital Age”

Paul Timmers

https://bit.ly
/2RTxHoC

Other Affiliations
TSDSI and IEEE-SA held a bilateral meeting on 2 March 2020
to discuss areas of collaboration, including standards for Drones
and co-existence studies.
TSDSI and WWRF have signed an MoU to collaborate for
progress of the wireless industry. Both sides will explore joint
activities in the areas of IMT2020 Evaluation, Al-ML for
Networks, Connected Vehicles and 5G Use Cases for
Healthcare.

Winners of the hackathon

Liaison Statements
TSDSI received 5 Liaison Statements (LS) from ITU-R and others
in the reporting period. A Liaison statement regarding the
Release of Technical Report on Channel Characteristics of 60
GHz for 4G/5G Backhaul by TSDSI has been sent to DoT,
WPC, TEC and TRAI.
Various Liaisons (LS) of TSDSI can be viewed at
https://bit.ly/2pKTm44.
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UPDATES

Outreach
TSDSI partnered with The International Wireless Consortium
(IWPC), to organise a workshop on “5G Solving the Capacity
Crunch and Connecting the Unconnected” from 20 to 23
January 2020 in Bengaluru. Participants comprising senior
technology experts from global and domestic organizations
concluded that an inclusive standards development approach
to incorporate India specific requirements and local innovations
and solutions is the need of the hour.
TSDSI partnered with Wireless World Research Forum WWRF,
(along with Broadband India Forum (BIF) and ITU-APT
Foundation of India) to organise the 7th Annual 5G Huddle on 56 February in New Delhi. Theme of this edition was “5G as a
Catalyst for Digital Transformation”. The conference was very
well attended with approx. 170 delegates and saw engrossing
discussions on global and domestic viewpoints covering a
range of topics like 5G deployment strategies, spectrum and
licensing, cybersecurity aspects (especially IoT devices context),
rural broadband, applications like connected vehicles and
healthcare etc.

Ms Pamela Kumar, Director General TSDSI delivered a talk on
"5G Paradigm Shift: India's Unique Challenges and
Opportunities" in the Women Science Congress held on 5-6
January 2020 in Bengaluru. She also co-chaired the
COMSNETS 2020 conference held from 7-11 January 2020 in
Bengaluru. Several TSDSI members participated in panel
discussions on AI-ML, Standards beyond 5G Smart Villages and
Cities in India etc.
Ms Pamela Kumar and Mr A K Mittal from TSDSI Secretariat,
participated in a workshop on " IPR policies of Standard Setting
Organisations", organised in National Law School of India
University, Bengaluru on 9 March 2020.
If you are interested in getting an outreach workshop conducted
for your organization or your industry segment, please contact
outreach@tsdsi.in.

Finances
A nominal increase of 7% in TSDSI membership fees has been
approved by the General Body in its meeting held on 29
January 2020. This will be applicable from FY 20-21 onwards.
Visit https://tsdsi.in/membership/ to view membership fee
details. TSDSI Admission and Membership Fee for FY 2020-21
can be viewed at https://tsdsi.in/membership/
TSDSI thanks the India EU Cooperation Project for ICT Related
Standardization, Policy and Legislation, for supporting the 5G
Huddle conference in New Delhi.
Please contact outreach@tsdsi.in to discuss potential
sponsorship opportunities.

Ms Pamela Kumar, Director General TSDSI delivered a keynote
address in the inaugural session of the 26th International
Conference & Exhibition on Broadcast & Media Technology –
BES Expo 2020 on 13 February 2020 in New Delhi. Her views
on India specific challenges to enable broadband for all – given
the population density, affordability as well as geographical,
language, cultural and last mile diversity were well appreciated.
Mr Shashi Shekhar Vempati, CEO Prasar Bharati re-iterated the
vision of synergising Broadcast and Telecom networks at the
conference.
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Operational Matters
TSDSI conducted its 13th General Body Meeting on 29 January
2020 in New Delhi. Revisions to the Rules and Regulations & IPR
Policy, and nominal increase in membership fees were approved
at the meeting.
Applications for trademark for TSDSI, 3GPP and oneM2M
logos has been accepted by the trademark registry.
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TSDSI
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

TSDSI Meetings
The next Governing Council meeting of TSDSI is planned on 24
April 2020 in online mode. General Body meeting of TSDSI is
proposed to be held in June 2020.
Next TP meeting is tentatively scheduled for 9-11 June 2020.
Please consult TSDSI Events calendar at link here
http://bit.ly/2x7TEsu to view list of various meetings and events.
TSDSI Tech Deep Dive workshop and 3rd edition of the
Workshop on Standards for Developing Countries will be held
coinciding with the IMC 2020 conference from 15 to 17
October 2020 in New Delhi. TSDSI Awards 2020 will also be
conferred during this event. (Call for nominations for awards will
be issued shortly).
World Telecommunications Standards Assembly (WTSA) 2020
conference will be hosted by DoT in Hyderabad from 17-27
November 2020. A series of Pre- WTSA outreach workshops
are being planned in different parts of the country. Schedule for
the same will be announced from time to time.

3GPP Activities in India
3GPP SA6#35 meeting was hosted by Indian Friends of 3GPP
(IF3) and the Cellular Operators Association of India (COAI) in
Hyderabad. 15 delegates from India participated in the
meeting.
Due to the ongoing COVID 19 situation, several meetings of
3GPP have been converted into online mode. TSDSI IM
representatives can participate in these meetings remotely.
Following meetings are scheduled to be hosted in India in the
later half of the year:
Meeting

Date

9-13 Nov 2020

Mavenir Systems Pvt Ltd, https://mavenir.com/, is an end to end
telecom network solution provider. It proposes to contribute in
localization in telecom space inline with India Eco-system
requirement.
Niral Networks, http://niralnetworks.com/, develops Curated,
Open, Disaggregated Networking Solutions that would
transform the economics of Networking Systems for 5G and
Beyond. Niral is creating an open source portfolio of
networking product frameworks for 4G/5G Access and Edge,
including Cell Site Router(CSR), Deep Packet Inspection(DPI),
Cell Site Gateway and Inspection(CSGI) that can be integrated
on a Whitebox Hardware or deployed as a Virtual Function.
Niral Networks proposes to contribute in the areas of Telecom
(5G), IoT & Smart City.
TSDSI member list can be viewed here
https://tsdsi.in/present_members/.
To apply for TSDSI membership, please visit
https://tsdsi.in/membership/.

ABOUT TSDSI

Location

3GPP RAN2#111-Bis, RAN4#96-Bis, 12-16 Oct 2020 India
CT1#126, CT3#112, CT4#100
meeting
3GPP SA3#101, SA4#111

Mavenir Systems Pvt Ltd and Niral Networks Pvt Ltd have joined
TSDSI as observer members.

India

(ANNOUNCEMENT) TSDSI
Stakeholder Feedback Survey

Telecommunications Standards Development Society, India
(TSDSI), aims at developing and promoting India-specific
requirements, standardizing solutions for meeting these
requirements and contributing these to international
standards, contributing to global standardization in the field of
telecommunications, maintaining the technical standards and
other deliverables of the organization, safe-guarding the
related IPR, helping create manufacturing expertise in the
country, providing leadership to the developing countries
(such as in South Asia, South East Asia, Africa, Middle East,
etc.) in terms of their telecommunications-related
standardization needs.

As part of TSDSI’s endeavour to improve our processes,
Secretariat is conducting a survey to seek feedback from our
stakeholders on what we are doing well and what needs to be
improved. Member representatives are requested to fill the
TSDSI Stakeholder Feedback Survey form by clicking at the link
here https://tsdsi.in/stakeholder-feedback-survey-2020/, latest
by 30 May 2020.

TSDSI is registered as a Society under the Societies
Registration Act (Act XXI of 1860).

This issue covers activities from 1 January 2020 to 31 March 2020

PUBLISHED BY TSDSI Secretariat (secretariat@tsdsi.in)

TSDSI is recognised by Department of Telecommunications as
India’s Telecom Standards Development Organisation
(SDO).

DESIGNED AT visionVIBES (visionvibes@gmail.com)
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